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Abstract. In this study, Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)measurements have been performed on Cu
(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells from an inline co-evaporation system. The focus of this investigation is directed on
the effect of rubidium-fluoride (RbF)-post-deposition treatment (PDT) on the defects in the CIGS absorber
layer. Different traps can be identified and their properties are calculated. Herein, different methods of
evaluations have been used to verify the results. Specifically, one minority trap around 400 meV was found to
show a significant reduction of the trap density due to the alkali treatment. In contrast, a majority trap at
approximately 600 meV is unaffected.
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1 Introduction

Despite the high efficiencies exceeding 23% achieved with
CIGS solar cells in the last years, additional reduction of the
non-radiative Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination
through defect passivation is expected to lead to further
improvements [1]. A detailed knowledge of defect properties
is necessary to identify the dominant loss mechanisms.
Herein,DLTSmeasurements representapowerful technique
for the exploration of the characteristic parameters of these
defects [2]. In this study we show how the state-of-the-art
modifications of RbF-PDT of the CIGS absorber influences
the defects identified by DLTS measurements and the
properties of the most active defects.

The PDT of CIGS with alkali elements is a widely-used
technique to improve doping and passivate defects and was
used in all of the latest CIGS record cells [1,3–5]. It is still an
ongoing debate how and where within the solar cell device
PDT processes have an effect on defects [6]. Thus, a detailed
lookontheeffectofalkali elements isnecessary.Onthewayto
large area devices, modules and mass production, detailed
knowledge about the absorber from inline co-evaporation
processes and the inherent defects is essential for further
development. Thus, this study is based on samples from two
similar deposition series from a production-like co-evapora-
tionCIGSsystem,denotedas “Series I”and “Series II”.Within
each series, samples with and without PDT have been
im.helder@zsw-bw.de
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prepared, based on the same CIGS deposition. For detailed
information on sample fabrication and preparation, see
Section 2. As generally known, the alkali element treatment
of these samples improves the open circuit voltage (VOC) and
thefill factor (FF)which could be linked to the passivation of
defects and the increase of effective doping. For Series I, an
improvement ofVOC of 7mV from709mVto 716mVand an
increase in FF of 2% absolute is observed due to PDT. The
VOC values of the samples from Series II show an increase of
23mV, while the FF remains unchanged. For both series an
efficiency gain of 0.2 and 0.3% is obtained, respectively. The
aim of this study is therefore, to examine possible defects
influencingVOC and FF of the solar cell devices. The second
aim is to investigate a possible passivation effect of these
defects by PDT and the effect on the cell parameters.

2 Methods

2.1 Sample preparation

The preparation of CIGS solar cells follows a standard
procedure: 2mm CIGS is deposited on molybdenum (Mo)
coated soda-lime glass substrates in an inline co-evaporating
systembya three-stage processwith optionalRbF-PDT.The
integral Ga/(Ga+In) (GGI) ratio ranged between 0.27 and
0.29. After a rinsing step, 50nm cadmium sulfide (CdS) as a
buffer layer is deposited by a thiourea-based chemical bath
deposition(CBD)recipe [7].A90nmthickhigh-resistive layer
(HRL) of intrinsic zinc oxide (i-ZnO) is prepared on top by
radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering, followed by a
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250nm layer of direct current (DC) sputtered aluminum
doped zinc oxide (ZAO) as transparent conductive oxide
(TCO). Finally, a Ni/Al/Ni metallization grid of approx.
2.5mm is deposited by electron-beam evaporation as electron
contact. When comparing samples with and without PDT,
both samples have been prepared within the same processes
and the only difference is the PDT step. This procedure is
described in more detail in literature [8].

For DLTSmeasurements, the active area of the selected
cells have been reduced in order to decrease the capacitance
and thus to enable the measurements. The measurement
bridge of the DLTS system is the limiting factor, so an area
of 1 mm2 was defined around the metallization pad by
mechanical scribing.

2.2 DLTS measurement and evaluation techniques

DLTS measurements have been conducted with a
PhysTech Hera DLTS system. If not stated otherwise, a
reverse voltage of UR=� 2V and a pulse voltage of
UP=0Vwas used. As pulse width (tp) two different lengths
of 1ms and 50ms have been applied. For the standard scan,
the values of time window (tw) were chosen between 1 and
100ms. The measurements were carried out in dark and in
the temperature range between 80 and 330K. Due to
insufficient thermal conduction of the glass substrate and
the non-perfect thermal bonding to the stage, the sample
temperature can differ up to 10K from the stage
temperature and thus reduce the accessible measurement
range. All plots of DLTS signals or temperature scans are
showing the b1 signal which represents a calculation of DC
of the capacitance transients with a sine as weighting
function and plotted over the sample temperature. By
default the used DLTS system from PhysTech defines the
sign of the DLTS peaks as follows: majority traps occur as a
maximum in the temperature scan, and minorities as a
minimum. The extrema in temperature scans have been
evaluated, resulting in a data set in the Arrhenius plot for
each trap, with the emission time constant t or the emission
rate eT plotted over the inverse temperature 1000/T. From
a linear regression of these data, the trap properties
energetic position (ET) and capture cross-section (sc) can
be extracted following the emission equation:

eT ¼ NC;VsCnth exp ð�ET=kT Þ ð1Þ
where NC,V is the density of states of electrons and holes,
respectively, nth is the thermal velocity, k is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. In this study all
energetic positions are given with respect to the valence
band edge EV, due to the p-doping of the investigated
absorber layer. In order to calculate the trap density (NT),
the amplitude of the recorded capacitance transients DC,
the capacitance of the sample at reverse bias CR and the
charge density NS of the sample are taken into account [9]:

NT ¼ 2NS
DC

CR

W2
R

L2
R � L2

P

: ð2Þ

HereWR is the space charge region width at reverse bias
and LR and LP are the positions of the intersections of the
trap level and Fermi level at reverse bias and pulse voltage,
respectively.

Additionally, we used a second evaluationmethod called
Deep Level Transient Fourier Spectroscopy (DLTFS). This
technique samples the measured capacitance transients and
forms discrete Fourier coefficients, from a numerical Fourier
transformation. From these coefficients the time constant
t and amplitude for each transient can be calculated
immediately. Detailed information to the theory of DLTFS
can be found in literature [10].

For reasons of clarity, only the average of the
determined trap properties, calculated with different
methods, is used in the text and table. If resulting errors
are given for trap level properties, the value of the standard
deviation is used. Since the evaluation of capture cross-
sections via Arrhenius plots is strongly error-prone and
depends on assumed semiconductor properties, values can
vary over orders of magnitude. Hence, no deviation is given
for this quantity and only representative values are shown.

For the calculation of effective doping capacitance-
voltage (CV) measurements were conducted with the
PhysTech DLTS system as well as by measuring at least
from �1 to 0.5V and performing a linear fit on the
undisturbed part of a Mott-Schottky plot. The measure-
ments were conducted at room temperature, in vacuum
and under dark conditions in the cryostat.
3 Results

For the major part of our samples without RbF-PDT, a
significant negative peak around 220K can be observed
which is dominating the temperature scan for temperatures
below 250K. Figure 1 shows this peak and its movement to
lower temperatures with increasing tw and accordingly
smaller ratewindows. Due to the sign of the peak, aminority
trap can be assumed and therefore this trap is denoted as
“E1” in this study. The evaluation results of this minimum
indicate an energetic position ofET= (425±25)meV,which
is approximately 150meV away from themiddle of the band
gap of the CIGS absorber.

Fora comparable samplewithPDT(fromthe sameCIGS
deposition) a similar signal can be detected around 200K.
Figure2 comparesDLTStemperature scans ofCIGSsamples
(a) without RbF-PDT treatment and (b) with PDT. Solid
lines representmeasurementswith longfilling pulses of 50ms
and dashed lines represent measurements with short filling
pulses of 1ms. Herein the long pulse measurement of (a) can
becomparedwiththe tw=10 msmeasurementfromFigure1.
Despite the disturbed peak shape, the corresponding energy
level was calculated to (418±22)meV and therefore within
the error of the without PDT measurement. The important
difference of these two signals is the amplitude of these peaks
differing from each other by one order ofmagnitude and thus
indicate a strong reduction of emission processes. This
reduction can be directly linked with the extracted trap
properties of this measurement, listed in Table 1 in row
“Series I”. With a trap density of (6±3)� 1013 cm�3 for the
sample without PDT and (1.6±0.5)� 1013 cm�3 for the
sample with PDT a reduction in trap density by a factor of
3.8 canbeevaluated for theE1trap.This result could indicate



Fig. 1. DLTS temperature scan of a CIGS solar cell without PDT from Series I for different tw between 10 and 100ms and a tp of 50ms.
The significant minimum at 220K is a typical feature of the cells from the used inline evaporation system and can be assigned to a
minority trap (E1).

Fig. 2. Comparison of DLTS measurements on CIGS samples from Series I (a) without and (b) with PDT. Solid lines represent
measurements with 50ms filling pulse, dashed lines with 1ms. Different pulse widths enable the observation of different traps. For tw a
value of 10ms was used.

Table 1. Summary of the calculated trap properties for both investigated deposition series and for samples with and
without PDT. In all cases, different evaluation methods have been used to determine the trap properties (manual
maximum analysis and DLTFS evaluations). Therefore an average and standard deviation is given for each variation and
each trap.

Treatment Doping
cm�3

Voc
mV

Type Energy EV–ET
meV

sn,p
cm2

Trap Density NT
cm�3

Series I w/o PDT 4.5 � 1015 709 E1 425±25 1.2 � 10�15 (6.0± 3.0) � 1013

w/ PDT 8.3 � 1015 716 E1 418±22 4.2 � 10�12 (1.6± 0.5) � 1013

H1 198±22 1.4 � 10�17 (1.2± 0.3) � 1013

Series II w/o PDT 1.4 � 1016 687 E1 451±32 1.5 � 10�14 (2.3± 0.3) � 1013

H2 608±8 1.2 � 10�15 (2.5± 1.5) � 1013

w/ PDT 2.3 � 1016 710 E1 459±11 4.7 � 10�13 (7.8± 2.3) � 1012

H2 641±16 2.1 � 10�14 (3.1± 0.9) � 1013
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Fig. 3. DLTS signal of a second deposition series, with and
without PDT. A minority trap E1 (≈ 400 meV) and a majority
trap H2 (≈ 600 meV) level can be identified.

Fig. 4. Corresponding Arrhenius plot to the DLTS measure-
ments of the Series II (compare Fig. 3).
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the passivation of defects in the PDT samples and could be
one reason for the improvement inVOC. Nevertheless, effects
like increased carrier concentration lead to the VOC
enhancement as well [11]. An estimation by using the ideal
diode equation confirms this. Using

DV OC ¼ kT

q
ln

NA;wPDT

NA;w=oPDT

� �
; ð3Þ

an increase of around 13–16mV can be calculated by
assuming the carrier concentrations in Table 1 [12].
Therefore, the main part of the VOC increase can be
explained by the increase of the carrier concentration.

In addition, DLTS measurements with a short filling
pulse of 1ms are shown in Figure 2 as dashed lines. For both
samples with and without PDT, the DLTS signal changes
significantly. In both cases, the strong signal for high
temperatures reduces strongly. Furthermore for the short
pulse width, no extremum is observable for the untreated
sample. In contrast, the sample with PDT reveals some
new features: a small positive peak at 150K and one peak at
high temperatures around 300K which is cut due to the
limited temperature window. Due to their positive
direction, the peaks represent majority trap signals and
will be denoted as “H1” and “H2”, respectively.
The evaluation of the 150K peak leads to a trap level of
200meV above the valence band edge with a trap density of
(1.2± 0.3)� 1013 cm�3. Due to its low energy level it can be
assumed not to be an effective recombination center. The
small value of approx. 1.4� 10−17 cm2 for the capture cross
section may be a hint to support this statement. In this
measurement it was not possible to extract trap parameters
for the high temperature peak, caused by insufficient data
quality in this temperature range. Nevertheless, an
additional investigation of the high temperature signal is
given in the next section. For the traps E1 and H2, the
evaluation values from DLTFS analysis confirmed the
manual analysis.
The following section will describe measurements on
samples of a second deposition series with and without
PDT. As can be seen in Figure 3, a similar behaviour like in
Series I can be recognized. In this figure, temperature scan
measurements of samples with and without PDT are
shown. Again the E1 signal at 220K is observed and almost
vanishes for the sample with PDT. Additionally, a
prominent peak at 300K was measured even for long
filling pulses, corresponding to the H2 signal in Series I. For
both peaks and both samples, amaximum analysis revealed
the Arrhenius plot in Figure 4. The results of the linear fits
are plotted in coloured lines. The data with yellow
regression lines represent the evaluation of the H2 majority
peak, the data with green regression lines the evaluation of
the E1 minority peak. For the E1 signal, energy levels of
ET,E1,w/oPDT=(451±32)meV and ET,E1,PDT=(459±11)
meV are calculated. For the H2 signal ET,H2,w/oPDT=
(608±8)meV and ET,H2,PDT= (641±16) meV are calcu-
lated. Within errors, they represent the same trap levels,
respectively. Again, the manual evaluation values have
been validated by the DLTFS evaluation. What should
be noted here is that a superposition of the peaks can be
observed. The fact that the two peaks (E1 and H2 signal)
do not appear clearly separated leads to a possible source of
error. However, in this study, the magnitude of this error
cannot be considered. Since both traps, E1 and H2, have an
energetic position near the middle of the CIGS band gap
(Eg,CIGS= 1.15 eV) with around 100 meV difference and
show reasonably high cross-sections and trap
densities, both traps are likely candidates to be detrimen-
tal recombination centers influencing the device perfor-
mance. All resulting trap properties are summarized in
Table 1 in row “Series II”. While the trap density of the E1
signal is reduced by a factor 3 (as seen comparably in
Series I) from (2.3±0.3)� 1013 cm�3 to (7.8± 2.3)�
1012 cm�3 due to the PDT, no significant change in NT can
be recognized for the H2 defect. The different evaluation
methods result in ambiguous values for the trap density
and in average similar densities are calculated. Hence, a



Fig. 5. Trap density data for E1 and H2 traps measured in this
study.
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significant reduction of trap density due to PDT cannot be
observed. Figure 5 summarizes the results of the effect of
PDT on the trap densities. For Series I densities of trap E1
are shown and for Series II the densities of traps E1 and H2.

Karki et al. reported similar results as they show DLTS
measurements with a strong peak at room temperature,
which they assign to an energy level of 570 meV above EV,
corresponding with the H2 signal in this study [11]. They
investigated the effect of RbF as well, and observed no
reduction of the density of this trap, supporting the
present results. Deitz et al. show measurements of a
560 meV trap in a silver alloy of CIGS (Ag, Cu)(In, Ga)Se2
(ACIGS) as well and assigned it to the CuIn/Ga
substitutional defects as the most likely source [13]. Ab
initio DFT calculations by Zhang et al. yield a trap energy
of 580 meV for CuIn traps in CuInSe2 (CIS) which confirms
this assignment even more. In the energy range of trap E1
they calculated a energy level at 410 meV for indium
vacancies VIn. Experimentally the minority trap E1
around 220K was observed before by Kerr et al. in CIS
[14]. They report an energy level of 520 meV beyond the
conduction band edge.

A possible explanation for the different behaviours of
the E1 and H2 trap with the PDT is that RbF treatment
only affects the E1 trap by passivation and in contrast the
H2 trap is not affected. This could be linked with the spatial
origin of the defects. From atom probe tomography (APT)
measurements it is known that PDT has the effect that Rb
[15] and other alkali [16] segregate at grain boundaries and
interfaces. In this study, only a reduction of the trap
density of E1 and not H2 is observed. Combining both facts
leads to the conclusion that the E1 minority trap has its
spatial origin at grain boundaries or interfaces. This agrees
with the findings of Paul et al. [17]. They used nano-DLTS
and located a trap with an energy level of 470 meV above
EV (similar to our E1 level) at grain boundaries. Our study
demonstrates that only this trap is passivated by the RbF-
PDT. In contrast, the H2 trap is located in grain interior
regions or is distributed more homogeneously through the
layer. Alkali elements have a limited solubility in CIGS
grain interiors [16] and therefore a significant passivation of
the point defect H2 is not possible. Segregated at grain
boundaries, the Rb atoms can occupy the defects and
passivate them. However, further investigations are
required to verify this theory and to distinguish between
point and extended defects, for example through depen-
dencies of the pulse width [18,19].

4 Conclusions

In this work we analyzed the impact of RbF-PDT on the
defect spectra of CIGS absorber layers from a production-
like co-evaporation inline system. The shown results are
based on samples from two independent deposition series.
In summary three different traps can be identified:

–
 Minority trapE1 at approx. 400meV: observed in almost
every sample for long filling pulses. This trap shows a
high sensitivity to RbF-PDT.
–
 Majority trap H1 at approx. 200 meV: sometimes
observed in samples with PDT, only for short filling
pulses. Due to its low energy level and small capture
cross-section, it is not a detrimental trap for the cell
efficiency.
–
 Majority trap H2 at approx. 600 meV: regularly
observed for different measurement parameters, but
sometimes difficult to evaluate. Similar results are
reported in literature [11,13].

Due to their energy levels and high trap densities of
≈1� 1013 cm�3, the traps E1 and H2 are both likely
candidates to have an effect on the cell performance. A key
result of this study is that a reduction of the trap density of
the minority E1 trap can be observed by a factor of
approximately 3 to 3.8 due to the alkali treatment. This
confirms the passivating effect of rubidium in CIGS solar
cells. In contrast, the majority trap H2 is not affected by
the PDT process. The fact that only the E1 trap density is
reduced due to PDT is explained with its origin at grain
boundaries or interfaces in contrast to the H2 trap. Further
investigations are required to strengthen this explanation.
Despite this significant reduction of the E1 trap density, an
effect on cell performance due to the reduced SRH
recombination is not clearly determinable, because the
main reason for the improvement can be assigned to the
increase of the CIGS charge density.

However, these results serve as an important advance-
ment in understanding defects in CIGS solar cells and the
effect of PDT within the device. Since the shown studies
were conducted on samples from a production-like inline
system, these results are assumed to be transferable to
absobers from large scale CIGS production.
Supplementary material

Figure S1: Information on carrier density calculations.
Figure S2: Composition gradient and accessed region by
DLTS pulse.
Figure S3: Pulse width scan.
Figure S4: Verification of evaluation results fromArrhenius
plots.
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The Supplementary Material is available at https://www.
epjpv.org/10.1051/epjpv/2022003/olm.
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